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'SPIRIT^ PHOTOGRAPHY

Of all the alleged phenomena cited as proof of the spirit hypothesis,
none has aroused more heated and bitter controversy than what is
known as 'psychic' photography — the recording of an impression
of some kind on a photographic film or plate by allegedly para
normal means.

A very wide variety of such 'psychic' photographs have been
reported, ranging from impressions of 'thought forms' and 'psychic
auras' to the records depicting the state of health of a patient said
to be produced by the so-called de la Warr camera^ used by
radionic practitioners. Best known, however, are the 'spirit'
photographs, in which the likenesses or sometimes the handwriting
of deceased persons purportedly appear, and it is with these that
this monograph is mainly concerned.

Before considering 'spirit' photography it may be well to look
briefly at the processes involved in normal photographic techmques.
In taking a photograph the image of the scene beinjg recorded^ is
brought to focus by a lens on to a film or plate which is coated with
a light-sensitive emulsion. The latent image so formed is made
visible by a chemical process known as development, and after
wards stabilized or made permanent by a second chemical process
usually called fixing. The negative produced in this way is then
transferred by an analogous process to sensitive paper, which after
similar treatment becomes the final positive print. Prior to fixing,
both negative and print are still light-sensitive, and processing can
only be carried out under subdued 'safelight' conditions. With
some modern high-speed emulsions even the faintest light will
produce 'fogging' and development must be done in total darkness.
The first 'spirit' photograph seems to have been produced in

1862 in Boston, U.S.A. by William H. Mumler, an engraver by
trade who was also a knowledgeable amateur photographer. The
photograph was a self-portrait, and standing beside him appeared a
ghostly female figure, the face too indistinct for recognition, but
with the body clearly defined. The background of the picture was
clearly visible through this 'extra', which faded away completely
below the waist. Mumler published the picture, which he declared
had not been retouched in any way, together with the statement:
'This photograph was taken of myself, by myself, on Sunday, when

* For a thorough and critical report on de la Warr's apparatus and the
claims made for it, see 'The Black Boxes of Mr de la Warr', by Denys
Parsons, Jburw. 5.AjR., Vol. 41,1961, pp. 12-31.
A2
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there was not a living soul in the room beside myself, so to speak.
The form on the right I recognize as my cousin who passed away
about twelve years since.'
Enormous interest was aroused, particularly among spiritualists,

and Mumler was besieged by people who desired to be photo
graphed with departed loved ones. He was soon running a
lucrative business, describing himself as a 'medium for taking
spirit photographs'. As his technique improved the features of the
'spirits' became more distinct, and many sitters claimed to
recognize them as likenesses of friends and relatives who were dead.
His reputation suffered a setback, however, when in 1863 it was
proved that one of the 'extras' was not only the likeness of a living
man, but of one who had been photographed by Mumler only a
few weeks previously.

Following this exposure no more was heard of Mumler until
1869, when he began to practise in New York. After a few months
he was arrested on a charge of fraud. Luckily for him the evidence
of his frauds in Boston was ruled inadmissible, and he was therefore
acquitted for lack of evidence. The publicity presumably brought
his career as a spirit photographer to an end, for nothing further
seems to have been heard of him.

Mumler's initial successes inspired a host of imitators, and by
1872 a number of them were active in Britain and' on the
Continent. The best known of the early British practitioners was
Frederick Hudson, who was 'discovered' by Mrs Samuel Guppv
a prominent medium of the period.^ Hudson caused as great a
sensation in England as had Mumler in America, and as with
Mumler, many sitters claimed to recognize the extras he produced.
Hudson's career was even shorter than that of Mumler, for he

was devastatingly exposed by John Beattie, a professional photo
grapher of the highest reputation. Beattie pointed out first that
not only did the background appear through Hudson's ghostly
extras, but also, though less distinctly, through the images of the
actual sitters. This, together with the double outlines of some of
the backgrounds, was clear evidence of double exposure, and to
clinch matters Beattie showed how attempts had been made by
retouching to remove the pattern of a carpet showing through a
sitter's legs.
The most skilful and artistic spirit photographer of the period,

* Mrs Guppy was the medium who, it was claimed, was transported
psychically, while in a deep trance, from her house in Highbury to 6i
Lambs Conduit Street, some three 'miles away. There she suddenly
appeared, half imdressed, on a table roimd which a number of people
were holding a seance.
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however, was undoubtedly a Parisian named Buguet, who, after
achieving considerable fame in France, came to London to
demonstrate his powers in 1874. Most of his extras were 'spirits'
of famous people, including Mesmer, King Charles I, and Charles
Dickens. On his return to Paris he caused great interest by
producing a photograph of the 'double' of the famous English
medium Stainton Moses, who at the time was said to be lying in a
trance in London.

Buguet's career came to a sensational close in April 1875, when
he was arrested on a charge of fraud. Faced with a display of
cardboard figures, heads, and other trappings found at his studios
by the police, he made a complete confession admitting that all his
spirit photographs were faked and disclosing the methods he had
employed. At first he had dressed his assistants up to represent
the 'spirits', but when repeated use of the same faces made this
dangerous he had used dolls and cardboard figures suitably draped.
Buguet also confessed that he had employed assistants to discover
as much as possible about his sitters, particularly, of course, the
appearance of the deceased friends they hoped would appear in
their photographs. Buguet was heavily fined and sentenced to a
year's imprisonment. The editor of the Revue Spiritey who
admitted suggesting to Buguet that he should emulate Mumler,
received a similar sentence.

The most astonishing feature of the trial, however, was the fact
that despite his confession, and the overwhelming evidence against
him, many witnesses continued to insist that they could not have
been deceived and that Buguet's work must have been genuine.
They persisted even when Buguet said that one figure produced in
court had been variously recognized as the sister of one sitter, the
mother of another, and the friend of yet a third; and when he
declared that another figure, recognized by one sitter as a deceased
friend, had also been identified by another as his still very
much alive father-in-law. Stainton Moses even went so far as

to insist that the prosecution was largely of clerical origin, and
that Buguet had been terrorised or bribed into making a false
confession and producing fake figures which he had not, in fact,
used.
At the time of Buguet's trial another spirit photographer, F. M.

Parkes, was active in England. His products were suspect, and few
of his 'extras' were recognized. He gave investigators little
opportunity of examining his processes, and attributed the
suspicious appearance of his photographs to the peculiar methods
adopted by the 'spirits'. To disarm suspicion he propounded
preposterous theories in the spiritualist press, suggesting that
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'spirit light' had the power to pass through opaque substances and
was not affected by the camera lens.
The early history of spirit photography, in particular the careers

of Mumler, Hudson, Buguet and Parkes, was the subject of a
classic paper by Mrs Henry Sidgwick (17) which appeared in
S.P.R. Proceedings in 1891. It demonstrates clearly not only that
these gentlemen were frauds, but how those who accepted them as
genuine were deceived. Despite its early date this paper probably
remains the most important work on the subject yet published.

Although many spirit photographers continued to practise on
both sides of the Atlantic, few of them achieved any prominence,
and the first of any real note to appear after Buguet's exposure was
an Englishman, Richard Boursnell, who was active in London
during the first part of the present century. It is said that
Boursnell's 'gift' was discovered by the famous writer and spirit
ualist, W. T. Stead, who persuaded him to become a professional
spirit photographer. Boursnell produced some hundreds of spirit
photographs, many of which were put on exhibition, and he made
such an impression upon the spiritualists of the period that in 1903
they presented him with a signed testimonial and a substantial
monetary gift.
Like his predecessors Boursnell was clearly exposed as fraudulent

on a number of occasions. Many of his photographs, except for the
different sitters, were such exact duplicates of one another that
tracings made from one would fit perfectly in register over another.
He also claimed to possess clairvoyant powers, and frequently
described beforehand the 'spirit' whose image subsequently
appeared in the photograph. In view of the duplication mentioned
above the 'mediumship' necessary to achieve this clearly did not
need to be of a very high order.
The best known of British spirit photographers, however, was

undoubtedly William Hope, of Crewe, a carpenter by trade.
Hope first attracted wide public attention in 1908 — the year,
incidentally, of Boursnell's death — when Archdeacon Colley, a
well known spiritualist, declared that in a sitting with Hope he had
obtained a perfect likeness of his mother. Considerable controversy
arose when another of Hope's customers declared that the extra
was her grandmother.
Public interest in the subject became sufficient to induce the

Daily Mail to set up a committee of investigation. A report on its
findings, published in a supplement to The Times Weekly Edition
(19), stated:
'Three spiritualists and three expert photographers formed the

committee. The three spiritualists reported that the photographers
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were not in a proper frame of mind to succeed in obtaining "spirit"
photographs. The photographers announced that no scrap of
evidence was put before them to show that "spirit" photography
was possible. But they went further, and herein lies the feature of
this particular investigation. They invited the submission to them
of "spirit" photographs, and, having examined these critically,
they report that not only did they not testify to their supernatural
production, but that they bore on the face of them circumstantial
evidence of the way in which they had been produced; in other
words, that the prints were not mysteries, but self-revealed
"fakes".'

Hope meanwhile continued to practise and succeeded in con
vincing many leading spiritualists, including Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, and a number of seemingly more critical investigators,
notably Sir William Crookes (5) and Sir William Barrett (2), that
his spirit photographs were genuine. Others, however, were
highly suspicious, and in 1920 Edward Bush (4), in a booklet
entitled Spirit Photography Exposed^ described how he caught
Hope out by means of a simple trick.
Bush wrote to Hope asking for a sitting under the pseudonym

'Wood', and with his letter enclosed the photograph of a still
living person which he represented as that of a deceased son.
Hope replied making an appointment and returning the photo
graph. The sitting resulted in a photograph in which the extra
was unmistakably a copy of the portrait he had sent to Hope, and
also a 'psychograph' (photographically produced 'spirit writing')
which began, 'Dear friend Wood'. Commenting on this incident
Whately Carington (18) remarks, 'Any reasonable person will say
that Mr Bush has proved his case, that he laid a trap for Hope and
that Hope fell into it as completely as possible. But an apologetic
will doubtless be forthcoming from those to whom Hope's
integrity is a cardinal article of faith'.
But a far more damning exposure of Hope was soon to follow.

In May 1922 a report by the well known investigator Harry Price
(15) appeared in the Journal of the S.P.R., proving conclusively
that Hope was fraudulent and demonstrating how the fraud was
carried out. Price booked an appointment at the British College
of Psychic Science, London, a spiritualist organization where Hope
gave regular sittings. It was customary for sitters to provide their
own plates (Hope invariably used an old-fashioned quarter-plate
camera) and Price, who had a thorough knowledge of photography,
suspected that Hope carried out his frauds by substituting these
plates for others on which the spirit forms had previously been
impressed. He therefore had a packet of plates treated by the
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manufacturers to ensure that when developed a special design
would identify each one.

Price took the plates in a sealed packet, which was opened in
Hope's darkroom, when two of the plates were loaded into a
darkslide. He had contrived to mark this darkslide beforehand
when Hope had allowed him to examine it. While he was wrapping
up the remainder of the plates Price saw Hope quickly put the
darkslide into his breast pocket and take out what he suspected was
a different one. This was handed to Price to carry into the studio,
where he was able to examine it by normal light. The marks he
had made were missing, confirming that a 'switch' had indeed been
made.

Two photographs were taken of Price, who was then invited to
return to the darkroom and develop the plates himself. One was
a normal negative, but the other showed, in addition to the image
of Price, an extra in the form of a female figure. The secret marks
failed to appear, however, and subsequent examination also
showed these plates to be different in colour and thickness from
the remaining ones in the packet.

Despite such overwhelming evidence of fraud, many of Hope's
supporters continued to insist that he was genuine, alleging that the
evidence had been faked as part of a conspiracy to discredit him.
An even more telling denouncement of Hope followed in March

1933 in the form of a paper in the Proceedings of the S.P.R. by
Fred Barlow and Major W. Rampling-Rose (i). The greater part
of the paper is by Barlow, Rampling-Rose's contribution being
largely technical. Added weight is given to Barlow's report by the
fact that for many years he had been a staunch believer in spirit
photography. He was formerly Honorary Secretary of a body
called the Society for the Study of Supernormal Pictures, and was
associated with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle in the publication of a
book. The Case for Spirit Photography. In his opening paragraph
he says:
T find myself in a somewhat unenviable position. . . I was at

one time a very strenuous advocate for what I thought was the
reality and genuineness of supernormal photography. After taking
part in scores of experiments and after the expenditure of a great
deal of time and thought I had reached the conclusion that there
were such things as genuine psychic photographs, and I felt it my
duty to defend supernormal photography and the mediums on
every possible occasion.
'Today the position is altered. Instead of defending spirit

photography I have cause to criticise it very adversely, and this,
I much regret to say, will bring me into conflict with many good
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friends of the past. I cannot be accused of lack of experience or of
having reached a hasty conclusion, and I want to mention very
briefly the causes that have led to this change of my views.'

Barlow goes on the describe the career of a spirit photographer
named George Moss, who was prominent in the 1920s. Moss also
worked at the British College of Psychic Science, where the highest
claims were made regarding his powers. He certainly produced
some remarkable results, the only snag being his invariable
insistence on having the plates in his possession for some time
before a sitting in order to 'magnetize' them. Barlow found that
the wrappings of the plates used at some successful sittings had all
been skilfully opened and re-sealed; further, that all those upon
which extras appeared had been roughened on one edge. The
purpose of this was clearly to indicate which way up the plate
should be inserted in the darkslide to ensure that the pre-exposed
'spirit' should not appear on the photograph upside down. Taxed
with fraud. Moss made a full confession, thus ending his career as a
photographic medium.
Immediately following the Moss exposure Barlow received some

disquieting iriformation concerning Hope. He was not able to
make this public and consequently decided to undertake a
thorough investigation himself. Barlow noted that after the
exposure by Harry Price there was a marked change in the appear
ance of the extras produced by Hope. Prior to that exposure they
were usually veiled faces taking up a large part of the plate; after
wards these became comparatively rare, while most took the form
of a small face which, as Barlow showed, could easily be flashed on
to the plate by a miniature electric lamp with a small positive
transparency mounted upon it. During their tests, on the only
occasion when Barlow and Rampling-Rose gave Hope an oppor
tunity of substituting the plate, one of the large veiled faces
appeared. Commenting on this extra, Rampling-Rose states:
'The face is cut out from some printed matter — the fine dots of
the screen can be plainly seen. The pattern of the drapery is
visible too, and the grain indicates either cheese cloth or butter
muslin.'
In the case of the 'psychographs' occasionally produced by

Hope, Barlow states that the only ones in facsimile handwriting
were those purporting to be from persons with whom Hope had
corresponded during their lifetimes. He illustrates how passages
from such letters were cut out, pasted up with any additional
wording written in an imitation of the handwriting, and the joins
covered with cotton wool or similar material. The result was then
photographed and the plate 'switched' on a suitable occasiom In
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Other psychographs produced in copperplate script the hand
writing closely resembles that of Hope. They are in the language
he normally used and contain spelling and grammatical errors of a
kind that he habitually made. For instance, both in psychographs
and Hope's letters 'present' is spelt 'presant', 'beginning' is spelt
with two g's and the prefix 'physio' is used where 'psycho' is
obviously intended. The few examples in foreign languages are in
simple textbook phraseology, and Ae same sentence occasionally
appears in more than one psychograph.
In addition to his own investigations Barlow also refers to

experiments conducted with Hope in 1920 by Dr. Higson, an
authority on photographic chemistry, on behalf of the British
Photographic Research Association. The Association reported
that in their opinion all the results were produced by a small
flashlight apparatus, adding, 'We have proyed to our satisfaction
that phenomena exactly similar to those produced by Mr Hope can
be produced on plates by purely normal means ... without any
great fear of detection'.
Dr Higson gave a humorous twist to one test when he succeeded

in substituting a loaded darkslide of his own for the one being used
without Hope becoming any the wiser. The slide taken from
Hope was found already to have a flashlight 'spirit' printed upon
it, and Hope was greatly surprised when the expected extra failed
to appear on the plate he developed.
Barlow summed up the evidence against Hope thus:
1. There is the Price experiment which most definitely proved

plate substitution.
2. There is the evidence of my friend, a well known investigator,

concerning the very suspicious circumstances he observed at
sittings with Hope.

3. There is my considered statement to the effect that every
definitely recognised 'extra' I have seen of Hope s is a copy
of a normal photograph, or such as could have been prepared
from an ordinary photograph.

4. There is the definite evidence of double exposure on Hope's
negatives.

5. There is the evidence showing that Hope's psychographs or
photographic messages, in themselves, provide internal
evidence of a very suspicious character.

6. There is the evidence of the British Photographic Research
Association and their definite conclusion that Hope produces
his eflFects by trickery.

7. There is the fact that in every so-called test sitting I have
conducted, or have heard of, I know of no instance where
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Hope has got an 'extra' which could not be produced in
identical circumstances by normal means.

8. There is the evidence of our own common-sense which
rejects these cut-out faces, block markings, magazine illustra
tions, cotton wool and muslin effects, and which tells us that
these things are just as suspicious as they look.

Barlow and Rampling-Rose collaborated in the investigation of
another well known spirit photographer of the same period, Mrs
Ada Emma Deane. A former charwoman, Mrs Deane first
attracted widespread attention in 1922 when she produced photo
graphs of the Armistice Day ceremony at the Cenotaph in which a
number of small 'spirit' faces appeared. She repeated this for
three consecutive years, but in 1924 the Topical Press Agency
issued a statement declaring that the faces were nothing more than
faked reproductions of their own photographs of footballers and
other living sportsmen. The facts were published in the Daily
Sketch (6), and no Armistice Day photographs by Mrs Deane
appeared in subsequent years.
Mrs Deane was also denounced by the Occult Committee of the

Magic Circle (12) and by Harry Price (16). Even Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle (8), an almost fanatical believer in spirit photography,
described her insistence on having plates for several days before a
sitting in order to 'magnetize' them, as 'so suspicious that it can
hardly be defended'. Barlow and Rampling-Rose demonstrated
that many of Mrs Deane's extras were produced by double
exposure, and illustrated examples of 'undoubted and certain
proof of tlie substitution of a previously prepared plate'.
The last spirit photographer of any note to practise in Britain

was John Myers, a dentist, who was active in the early 1930s.
Myers also claimed to be a trance-medium, and his 'guide', a Red
Indian named Blaclffoot, was said to 'control' him before a photo
graph was taken and describe the spirit whose likeness was to
appear later upon the plate. Myers was detected in fraud by Lord
Donegall (7), whose report, published in the Sunday Dtspatchy
brought the career of the medium-photographer to an abrupt
conclusion. , , 1 1 r 1 ,
When considering the methods employed by fraudulent spirit

photographers it is important to remember that although their
apparatus was simple and even crude by present-day standards,
photographic processes were much more of a mystery to the lay
man than they are nowadays. Throughout the period concerned
practically all professional photography involved the use of glass
plates as a base for the light-sensitive emulsion. These were
comparatively insensitive to red light and could therefore be
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handled freely in a darkroom where the only illumination was from
a red safelight. Before use a plate was fitted into a darkslide in
which, protected by an opaque sheath, it could be taken into
normal light and placed in the camera. The sheath was then
withdrawn, the photograph taken, and the sheath replaced. The
darkslide contaming the plate was taken back into the darkroom
where development 'by inspection' was carried out in a dish. The
resultant ne^tive image was then 'fixed' and after drying, used in
the production of the final prints. These techniques, commonly
employed throughout the history of 'spirit' photography, lent
themselves readily to a wide variety of fraudulent practices.
By far the majority of spirit photographs, particularly the

earliest examples, were produced by double exposure; the 'spirits'
being photographed before the sitting proper. Underexposure
enabled the spirit to be given a suitably transparent or ethereal
appearance. Marks produced by the rebates of two different
darkslides are clearly visible in the negatives of many spirit
photographs. Frequently, of course, a sitter insisted on providing
his own plates, and in this case previously prepared ones would be
substituted for them. This could be effected by a variety of
methods; the following, listed by C. Vincent Patrick (14) are
representative:

A. Methods involving substitution of the entire packet.
1. The medium may be in league with the shop from which the

plates are purchased, the unfortunate sitter buying a box of
plates already prepared with spirits. Wise sitters buy their
plates at a distance, but mediums frequently demand a
particular brand of plate, and if those brought by the sitter
are declared unsuitable, he will have to go out and purchase
the correct ones. He is naturally supplied with the address
of the nearest photographic dealer, and the name of the
brand of plates is written on a slip of paper to show the
shopman; this ensures no mistake being made.

2. If the sitter brings the right plates he will show the packet to
the medium before entering the darkroom to make sure that
they are all right. The medium takes the packet into his
hand for a moment — turning to the light to read the label —
and passes them back with the remark that they are the right
kind — which now they certainly are, for the sitter's original
packet is in the medium's breast-pocket.

3. The sitter may perhaps autograph or otherwise mark his
packet before coming to the medium, in order to prevent any
such substitution. In this case the medium will wait until
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the wrapper is torn off in the darkroom, when he may be able
to handle the box for a moment on some pretext, and the
dim light makes the substitution easier than before, particu
larly as it occurs during the first minute or so in the reduced
light before the sitter's eyes have become accustomed to it.
If these methods are employed, the medium usually finds it
necessary previously to mark the plate or plates in the box
that have the latent extras, in such a way that he may be sure
of not getting the spirit inverted; a slight scratch on one
edge will suffice for this.

B. Methods involving substitution of the faked plate onfyy after
removal from the original packet.

1. With an unwary sitter this may be done in the darkroom.
The sitter usually marks the plates; while he is marking one,
the medium may be able to exchange his prepared plate for
one of those not yet marked.

2. A trick darkslide may be used, having a secret partition, and
already containing the faked plate. If the sitter is content to
mark the plate after it is placed in the slide, he may easily be
caused to mark the prepared plate instead of his own.

3. If the plates are not marked, it will be a simple matter to
substitute, during the focussing operations, a duplicate slide
containing a faked plate.

4. Little accidents are apt to happen in the unaccustomed light
of the red lamp; while the sitter is groping on the floor for a
wrapper he has dropped, or while his attention is in some
other way diverted for a moment, the exchange is made... .
Many will ridicule the idea of such a simple trick being played
upon an intelligent observer; but any conjuror, whose
business it is to do this kind of thing, knows that it is remark
ably easy.

5. Sometimes the first photographs taken are blanks; the sitter
then returns to the darkroom and loads up some fresh plates
out of the packet. It may not occur to him that an accom
plice of the medium has had access to the darkroom in the
meantime, and when he gives his account of the seance a few
days later he will probably have entirely forgotten that the
plates were not all loaded at once.

Patrick points out that substitution can also be effected in a
number of other ways, adding that every medium probably had
his favourite method which he chiefly practised. In the case of
a regular sitter who always marked his plates in the same way,
as most did, it would not have been difficult to forge his
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signature on a prepared plate beforehand and substitute this for
one of his marked ones.

Methods other than the substitution of plates were also
commonly employed. One of the simplest, yet most effective, was
for a suitably made-up accomplice to show himself through an
opening in the studio background while the exposure was being
made. The sitter, holding a pose with his face towards the
camera, would be quite unaware of the 'extra'. Suitable choice
of lens aperture would put the spirit face sufficiently out of focus to
make it appear slightly blurred in the resultant photograph.
Another method, employed extensively by Boursnell, was to

sketch the extra on a plain background with a fluorescent substance
such as quinine sulphite, which is invisible to the eye but is
recorded clearly by the photographic emulsion.

Trick cameras and/or darkslides were sometimes used, whereby
the photographer, under cover of the black focussing cloth, could
bring a positive transparency of the desired extra into position
in front of the plate. During such operations the sitter was
conveniently immobilised in the taking position in order to
be 'focussed', and thus prevented from making too close an
inspection.
The use by Hope of a small flashlamp fitted with a transparency

has already been mentioned. By this method the extra could be
superimposed at any convenient moment. In the camera, when
one half of a double-darkslide was in use, the other would be
readily accessible, and its sheath could safely be drawn sufficiently
in the protection of the focussing cloth. 'Flashing', as Rampling-
Rose has shown, could also be done quite easily as the photographer
walked from the studio to the darkroom, or even while carrying the
darkslide in his pocket. Some of Hope's negatives showed slight
fogging, indicating the extent to which the sheath had been drawn
when the extra was added. A simpler, if less effective, method
than flashing was to produce the extra chemically by the use of a
suitably coated rubber stamp. Many other possible ways of faking
have been demonstrated.
The methods by which frauds were carried out are often evident

from the photographs themselves. Some reveal a double outline
of the background or even two different backgrounds, and signs of
attempts to remove these by retouching can sometimes be seen.
Accidents occasionally happened, and Barlow notes that several of
the negatives he obtained from one spirit photographer showed 'a
very ordinary enamel washing-up bowl on the corner of a kitchen
table beneath some very attractive "extras"'. C. Vincent
Patrick's comment is even more amusing:
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'Attempts are sometimes made to obliterate other tell-tale marks,
such as a piece of a spirit's hat or collar, which has accidentally got
on to the plate. Other mediums, however, are less particular,
especially in America, and produce their spirits with ordinary
hats, collars and ties. But as a rule only spirit robes are permitted,
apparently made of butter muslin not quite in focus. Hands are
often present; I have seen a case in which the position of a spirit
hand would have necessitated a many-jointed arm about four feet
long; but perhaps spirit arms are like this. One spirit extra I have
seen has two hands, but both appear to be left hands — evidently
a left-handed spirit.'

It is contended by supporters of the spirit photographers that
many have produced results in the presence of scientists and other
critical observers under conditions that preclude all possibility of
fraud. It is perfectly true that many eminent persons have had
sittings with spirit photographers, have been unable to detect
trickery, and have declared that they knew of no natural means by
which the results could have been produced. This, however, by no
means warrants the inference that such results must have been due
to supernormal causes. As Carington (18) puts it:

'If honesty, care, and intelligence alone sufficed to make a man's
testimony reliable the whole range of spiritualistic phenomena,
including spirit photography, might long ago have been taken as
proved beyond all possibility of doubt.'
But honesty, care, and intelligence alone are not, of course,

sufficient. If they were, conjurors and illusionists could not
remain in business; for no one would seriously maintain that only
the stupid and credulous were unable to see through their tricks.
The position here is neatly summed up by Mrs Henry Sidgwick
(17):
'The question is how far an intelligent person ought to expect to

detect trickery of the kind here supposed — which is practically
conjuring — how far he ought to expect to see all that goes on
within his possible field of vision when someone else is trying to
prevent his seeing it, and I believe that the majority of persons
expect too much of themselves and others in this way. It is not a
proof of stupidity to be unable to see when or how a trick is done;
even conjurors cannot do this always, or they would not need to
buy each other's tricks. The ordinary mistake of eye-witnesses
who relate experiences of this kind is to over-estimate their powers
of observation and memory. In particular the assertion, "I never
for an instant lost sight of so and so", if the "never" extends over
any considerable length of time, is generally, I think, untrue, and
is almost certain to be untrue if the observer has attempted to
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guard simultaneously against all the ways in which he conceives
that the trick may have been done. I believe that anyone who
would endeavour conscientiously to write accounts of what he saw
at a conjuring entertainment would convince himself of this; unless
he convinced himself — as some spiritualists have done — that the
conjuror is a medium. On this point I would refer to Mr S. J.
Davey's experiments {ProceedingSy Vol. IV., pp. 405-95), which
appear to me to prove conclusively that intelligent persons thinking
that they have the conditions under their own control may not only
be taken in, but may believe the event to have occurred in such a
way as to render the particular trick actually practised impossible.'

Special difficulties are presented when the observers also act as
sitters. Mrs Sidgwick cites the publication by the spiritualist
Stainton Moses of a spirit photograph about which he claimed:
'This particular group was taken under strict test conditions.
Dr Speer and I followed the plate throughout.... We never lost
sight of the plate from the very first, and can give unhesitating
testimony that no suspicious element presented itself.' Un
fortunately the photograph itself showed clearly that neither
Stainton Moses nor Dr Speer was looking at the camera, and
Moses, at any rate, was not even looking at the photographer.
The unreliability of untrained observers, however intelligent,

has been experimentally demonstrated many times, notably in the
classic 'mock seances' staged by S. J. Davey and Richard Hodgson
(10, 11) in 1886 and those arranged by Theodore Besterman (3) in
1932. These and similar experiments are discussed at some length
by the present writer elsewhere (9).
The principal argument upon which believers in spirit photo

graphy base their claims, however, is that many extras have been
recognized by sitters and others as likenesses of deceased persons
who were well known to them. Clearly, if unmistakable likenesses
were produced in this manner and it could be conclusively shown
that the photographer could never have had access to any photo
graph or other likeness of the persons concerned, then, whether or
not fraudproof conditions were observed, the evidence for para
normal (though not necessarily 'spirit') photography would be
virtually indisputable. Unfortunately there seems to be no good
evidence that unmistakable likenesses have ever been produced in
these circumstances. Barlow, for instance, says:
'Recognized likenesses have been produced, but in every single

case I have investigated, where there is no doubt as to the likeness,
the "extra" has been an exact copy of some existing photograph or
painting. The proportion of cases in which the identification of
the "extra" is certain is very small — perhaps one in a thousand —
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but even such a small percentage, or even one in ten thousand, if
obtained under conditions precluding frauds would be sufficient to
establish the genuineness of psychic photography. In no single
instance that I have investigated, where such definitely recognized
"extras" have been obtained, have I been able completely to
satisfy myself that the medium did not have an opportunity of
faking the picture beforehand.'
The vast majority of 'recognized* extras, however, certainly

cannot be described as unmistakable likenesses. They are
generally so blurred and out of focus that any positive recognition
would be quite impossible, particularly when, as is usual, the faces
are tightly framed by white 'spirit' drapings.
The reliability of the judgment of many who have claimed to

recognize spirit extras is also open to considerable doubt. In the
case of those who sit in the hope of obtaining evidence of survival
the 'will to believe' is a dominant factor; indeed, so great is the
credulity of many such persons that even Stainton Moses (13),
himself no sceptic, was moved to comment:
'Some people would recognise anything. A broom and a sheet

are quite enough to make up a grandmother for some wild
enthusiasts who go with the figure in their eye and see what they
wish to see.... I have had pictures that might be anything in this
or any other world sent to me, and gravely claimed as recognised
portraits; palpably old women authenticated as "my spirit
brother dead seventeen years, as he would have been if he had,"
etc.'

Many examples of such false recognition could be instanced, but
the classic one, the conflicting claims of witnesses at Buguet's trial,
has already been noted and is sufficient.

Little has been heard of spirit photography in recent years;
certainly no practitioners have achieved prominence since the
1930s. Sensational claims occasionally appear in the spiritualist
press, sometimes with reproductions of allegedly paranormal
pictures, but no reports of serious investigation of these claims
have been forthcoming, nor has such investigation been invited.
It may be, of course, that the virtual disappearance of spirit
photographers is part of the general decline in physical medium-
ship so often lamented by the spiritualists themselves, but a far
more mundane explanation seems probable, namely, the develop
ment of modem photographic materials, apparatus, and techniques.

All the spirit photographers named in this monograph, for
instance, used simple cameras in which comparatively large plates
were exposed and processed individually. This, as we have seen,
afforded ample opportunity for substitution, double exposure,
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flashing, and similar methods of faking. The negative materials,
too, were, by modem standards, very insensitive or 'slow' and
were developed by inspection under red light.
Although plate cameras are nowadays still used extensively in

portraiture and other specialized applications of photography, by
far the largest proportion of cameras in current use are of the roll
film or miniature type in which a number of exposures are made
consecutively on one length of sensitive material. Such films,
supplied in factory-prepared reels or cassettes, are transported
automatically through the camera as each exposure is made. After
use a film, rewound into its cassette in the case of miniature film
and reeled on to a second spool in that of roll film, can be removed
from the camera by normal light. It can then be wound into a
small light-tight taii — if necessary of the daylight loading kind—
where processing is carried out by 'time and temperature' instead
of by inspection.

Clearly imder these conditions most of the types of fraud
previously outlined would be precluded. A spool or cassette
could be marked to render substitution impossible, and as the
naked film is not accessible until after processing 'flashing' and
similar tricks would also be ruled out. Yet anyone claiming
nowadays to be a spirit photographer would certainly have to
produce results by such modern photographic techniques before
his claims would be seriously considered.

Spirit photography differs from other forms of allegedly para
normal phenomena in a number of respects; the final stages, at
least, in the production of a 'spirit' photograph involve well-
understood, controllable processes, and the 'end-product' is in
itself a permanent record that something occurred. The one
important question is whether it was produced by paranormal or
by normal (fraudulent or accidental) means.
Any supposed spirit photo^aph can only be fairly judged by a

photographic expert. For this purpose it is absolutely essential
that the original negative should be available to him, together with
the fullest possible details of the conditions under which the
photograph was taken, including light conditions, make and type
of camera and film or plate, lens aperture and length of exposure.
It is also desirable to know something of how the sensitive material
was processed, i.e. time of development and temperature of
developer, type of developer used and details of actual processing
methods — particularly the type of developing tank and the
degree of agitation given to the developer.
Common causes of peculiar markings often mistaken for 'extras'

include fogging caused by leakage of light during exposure or

^ - -
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processing; uneven development due to faulty methods of
agitation or badly designed developing tanks; contamination of
the developer by other chemicals, particularly those used for
fixing; inadequate fixing, washing or drying of the developed film
or plate; and, of course, most commonly, double exposure.
Given sufficient information, the expert can usually detect the

probable cause of any unusual marking on a negative. Even when
he cannot be definite he is able to suggest possible causes and
support his suggestions by parallel cases.

Psychological factors must also be taken into account. It is
common for many perfectly normal persons to 'see' figures and
faces in all sorts of things — the patterns on wallpaper or curtains,
the formations of clouds, the configurations of skylines and hill
sides, the cast of shadows, and so on; indeed, such 'seeing' is
frequently employed by psychologists in the well-known Rorschach
'ink blot' tests.

'Spirit' photographers, too, differ from those who claim to
possess other forms of psychic powers. While many 'mental'
mediums have certainly been persons of the highest integrity, and
some 'physical' mediums — notably D. D. Home — were never
proved fraudulent, not one professional spirit photographer of any
note ever went through his career without being convincingly
exposed as fraudulent.

Another relevant point arises here. The increase in popularity
of amateur photography since the second world war has been
phenomenal, and many thousands of cameras are now in constant
use throughout the world. It is surely reasonable to assume that if
there are persons who possess the psychic power or whatever is
necessary to produce genuine spirit photographs, at least a few of
this multitude of snapshotters would be so gifted and that extr^
would begin spontaneously to appear in their pictures. Here again
not one well-authenticated case of this kind seems to have occurred.
Such examples as have been reported invariably prove to be caused
by double exposure, reflections, or similar faults and errors.
To sum up: Every spirit photographer who has been thoroughly

and competently investigated has been proved fraudiflent. No
reliable record appears to exist of a defoitely recognized spirit
extra being obtained on any photograph under coinpletely fraud-
proof conditions. Every spirit photograph submitted to expert
examination could, in the absence of fraudproof conditions, have
been produced, either deliberately or accidentally, by normal
photographic processes. Therefore, while it cannot be proved that
spirit photography is impossible, there appears to be no real
evidence to warrant rational belief in such a phenomenon.
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